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1 Introduction

The purpose of writing this report is to record and comment on the work done over the last year. The

report will also summarise my main insights into the problem and outline future work.

There were three main areas of work: sta� line detection; preparation for musical feature recognition

and the recognition process itself. For each area, a program was developed that allowed the topic

to me examined and investigated. Though work was carried out concurrently, they will be reported

sequentially, in the order just given. The respective programs names were xsta�, xsep, and xmsr.

Having the right development environment to study Optical Music Recognition (OMR) was seen

as an important facet to work. Time throughout the year was devoted to this. In particular, time

was invested learning C++ (an object oriented programming language), Interviews (a toolkit for X

Windows), Csound (an audio playing package) and Midi, as well as extending knowledge of Emacs,

Motif and the Unix operating system.

2 Sta� Line Detection

Detecting the sta� lines is a crucial step in OMR. It is only after the gap between the sta� lines has

been found that the size of musical features, such as note heads and accidentals, can be determined. It

is, therefore, a step that must be carried out early on in the OMR process.

The de�nition of the problem is succinct. You are solely given a bitmap (no additional information)

and must �nd the gap between the sta� lines. The only operation you may carry out is to ask if a

co-ordinate in the bitmap is set or clear. Most of the work carried out in this area relies upon horizontal

projection algorithms to locate sta� lines ([Gla89] and [KI90] are the only known exceptions). For a

description of projection methods see [BHY92]. Common to all these algorithms is the problem of skew.

Surely some vertical scan based approach would be better suited to measuring the sta� gap and would

not have to circumvent the problem of skew since this would be naturally incorporated.

The xsta� program was developed to study a variety of vertical scan line algorithms. The structure

of the application was modular, called stages, so the user could specify the number of major vertical scan

lines, the location strategy for the major scan lines, the number of minor scan lines to cluster around each

major scan line and which sta� gap identi�cation algorithm to use. Processor timing information was

also displayed. Using this design a `pick and mix' approach could be adopted to analyse the suitability

of algorithms by discovering what was required to make a proposed sta� line identi�cation algorithm

work reliably and how `expensive' this was.

A shrink canvas was developed to display a crude approximation of the desired image on the screen,

with the added functionality that a selected part of the image could be shown actual size by pressing

the middle mouse button,

The three sta� identi�cation algorithms devised were: frequency count, Fourier transform and cor-

relation.
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The frequency count algorithm worked by tabulating the number of vertical runs of white found in

the scan line. The highest frequency was chosen as the sta� gap. The Fourier transform algorithm

chose the largest frequency component as the frequency sta� lines occurred. The measure was based

on the magnitude of the complex frequency components. From the value chosen the sta� gap could be

computed. Finally the correlation based method checked a set of ideal sta� line segments of increasing

spacing against the given image. The best match was taken to be the sta� gap.

The strategy choices for major scan line location were regular and home in. Regular spacing simply

divided the width of the image into equal region. The home in method �rst used a vertical projection

of the image to decide where the sta� systems started and stopped and then divided up the located

region into equal sections. Variations built on top of these two approaches were intelligent and average.

Intelligent moved a chosen scan line to the left or the right to the lowest local minimum turning point of

the vertical projection. Average moved the chosen scan line alternatively to the left and right, gradually

moving further away from the original choice, until a scan line was found that had a vertical projection

entry that was less than or equal to the average of the vertical projection.

Given the raw power of the Fourier transform, it was surprising to learn that it was the least

successful approach. A substantial proportion of time was devoted to closely examining this algorithm.

By selecting a higher verbose diagnostic level from the user interface, xsta� would form a Unix pipe

to gnuplot, through which the frequency components of the Fourier transform were graphically shown,

incrementally adding frequency components in order of magnitude, largest to smallest.

From this it was learnt that the sta� gap frequency was always near the top of the order, however,

greater or smaller harmonic frequencies of this value could also occur �rst. Since it was possible for a

greater frequency or a smaller frequency to occur before the sought frequency, it was impossible to tailor

the algorithm to track through the harmonic values until the last one was found. Using gnuplot it was

also discovered that a vertical scan line that passed through a long segment of black, say a note beam,

could cause large low frequency components - obliterating the delectate harmonics of the sta� lines.

Attempts to develop algorithms to counter these problems, such as a low pass �lter, were all funda-

mentally awed due to scale. That is to say, because sta� line identi�cation is the �rst step in OMR,

there is no prior information relating to size. Hence what constitutes a low frequency?

I am sure the information indicating the sta� gap was there amongst the frequency coe�cients and

could be reliably exposed by `massaging' the data, but I was unable to discover a way to reveal this.

Perhaps it was a case of too much information obscuring the desired results.

The correlation algorithm proved to be the most expensive algorithm. Work during my honours

project showed a series of improvements that could be made, as well as some undesirable properties

of correlation for monochrome pattern matching that could be changed with no added expense. These

alterations would certainly help performance. It should also be remembered that the fast Fourier

transform, which lies at the hard of mathematical correlation, is also available in hardware.

The problem of scale also had rami�cations on the correlation algorithm. The algorithm had to test

example templates from a one pixel alterate black and white template, right through to a single sta�
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Figure 1: Frequency count.

Figure 2: Fourier transform.

that �tted the entire height of the image. At that point in the process there is no way of knowing if you

have an entire page of sta�s, or just one.

The frequency counting algorithm proved almost as reliable as the correlation method, but only a

fraction of the processing time.

2.1 Results

Figures 1 - 3 show the location of the scan lines chosen. Table 1 and Table 2 tabulate input and

output respectively. By visual inspection using the utility program xv, the sta� gap was measured to

be 19 pixels and the sta� line thickness 3 pixels.

The possible avenues that resulted from this piece of work were not pursued. The e�ort in locating

good major vertical scan lines and taking a few minor scan lines about them, if viewed from a di�erent

perspective could be seen as taking small horizontal projects. Even without this observation, the extra

Figure 3: Correlation.
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Algorithm Major Scan Lines Minor Scan Lines Location Strategy
Frequency Count 4 1 Intelligent Regular
Fourier Transform 8 3 Average Home in

Correlation 2 1 Average Home in

Table 1: Input settings for xsta�.

Algorithm Processor Time Sta� Gap Sta� Line Thickness
Frequency Count 20 msec 19 pixels 3.5 pixels
Fourier Transform 140 msec 18.46 pixels 1 pixel

Correlation 26012 msec 19 pixels 5 pixels

Table 2: Output information from xsta�.

work necessary to allow algorithms to work reliably certainly detracted from the potential elegance

promised by the original concept. It was also around this time, that I started to realise that simply

�nding the sta� lines was not the whole picture.

3 Preparation before Recognition

The purpose of xsep was to provide a framework to investigate the early stages of OMR. The work

aimed to compare and contrast di�erent algorithms for �nding, straightening and removing sta� lines.

Work on xsta� directed me to the conclusion that simply detecting sta� lines was an insu�cient step.

A piece of music has much more structure than sta� lines: sta� systems, even pages of music should

be catered for. A page of music selected from a work cannot be interpreted correctly in isolation. For

example, unless the time signature changes later on in the work, it is not repeated after the �rst line of

each instrument. One could argue that a smart person/computer could infer the time signature from

the consistent note durations in each measure, but what visible di�erence is there between a piece the

3
4 and

6
8 ? Ties and slurs crossing a page would also be impossible to interpret correctly in every

situation, also repeat marks, `to code' etc.

One idea would be to concatenate the pages of music together to make one long piece of music.

Given the memory requirements of one page of A4 music scanned at 300 dpi (about one megabyte using

the standard eight bits to one byte data structure), this is clearly impractical. A di�erent complication

that was highlighted by the xsta� work, was that a page of music can intentionally have di�erent sized

sta�s. This is common, for example, in a piano accompaniment for a solo instrument, where the melody

line is provided above each piano line, written on a smaller sta�. An example of such a score is shown

in Figure 4.

With these issues in mind, the xsep program was designed. The `pick and mix' style user interface

designed for xsta� had proved useful, hence was utilised in xsep. The �ve stage algorithms were: sta�

system location; sta� area location; correction for skew (optional), sta� line removal and correction for
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Figure 4: Excerpt from a piano accompianment for a violin.

deformation (optional). Each stage had a choice of di�erent algorithms to use. Similarly to xsta�,

processor timing information was displayed. The shrink canvas that was originally written for xsta�

was improved and extended for xsta�.

xsep was designed to be run on one or more �les, where it was assumed that the order of the

�les represented the sequential order of a piece of music. Next and Previous buttons exposed this

functionality.

For the stages of OMR covered by xsep, each page could in fact be (and was) treated as a separate

isolated image. An improvement would be to make use of the sta� information located in the �rst page:

sta� height, sta� gap and sta� line thickness, to locate sta�s in later pages. Contrast this with the

classi�ed problem that xsta� set out to solve. Namely an image with no other information known. The

algorithm would only fall back on starting from scratch if nothing of the speci�ed size was found.

3.1 Sta� System Location

Sta� system location was based on isolating every graphical shape in the image and then deciding if it

was a sta� system. The set of criteria that was used to decide if a given shape formed a sta� system,

was not accurate. More speci�c conditions were required by the sta� area location algorithm (discussed

in Section 3.2) which could result in an object being rejected as a sta� system and therefore added to

the non sta� system list. The work was structured in this fashion so di�erent isolation algorithms could

be evaluated. All isolated shapes were stored in lists with a well formed order (x then y) de�ned over

them.
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(a) Excerpt of Bitmap. (b) Clipped object. (c) Clipped fragments turn
up elsewhere.

Figure 5: An example of clipping caused by contour tracing.

The crude requirement for a sta� system was that the isolated object should be larger than 3

4
inch

wide and more that 13 pixels high. The justi�cation for these measurements was that, when considering

a piece of music, the smallest conceivable sta� system would be a coda which must include a clef and

a key signature before any notes. A lower limit of 3

4
inch in width seemed a reasonable requirement.

No example collected so far has proved this estimate too optimistic. The program had provision for

expressing the dpi scan resolution of the work, so 3

4
inch was well de�ned.

The y threshold of 13 pixels was based on the observation that the minimal score a computer could

be expected to recognise would be a sta� consisting of �ve one pixel thick sta� lines at a spacing of 2

pixels apart. This restriction is no longer favoured since it excludes non-pitch percussion instruments,

which have only one sta� line. This restriction is not necessary if text is recognised �rst and removed

from the image. This subject is discussed again in Section 5.

The two main forms of object isolation were ood �ll and counter tracing. It was my expectation that

contour tracing would prove signi�cantly faster than a ood �ll approach, but experimental data showed

only a marginal improvement. Contour tracing used the extents of the outlined shape for extraction,

but this could result in the `clipping' of nearby objects. This e�ect is shown by Figure 5. It would be

possible to correct this defect, however it was decided that the contour trace was not su�ciently faster

than the more elegant and clean ood �ll approach to merit the work.

Two variants on the ood �ll algorithm were developed: two bit connectivity and one byte connectiv-

ity. The basic algorithm `recursively' visits all the neighbours of the current pixel that are set and have

not previously been visited, until there are no pixels left [FJDF90]. The two pixel adaptation considered

neighbours up to two pixels away in the horizontal direction, to compensate for potentially broken sta�
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lines. Two pixels proved insu�cient. The idea could be extended to n pixels, but by choosing n = 8,

byte operations could be utilised instead of repetative bit extraction, resulting in a signi�cantly faster

algorithm. The theoretical speed up should have been x8 but only around x3 was observed, possibly

limited by the initialisation code required, regardless of which ood �ll method is used. In the future I

plan to seperate the processing time information to verify this.

For the one byte algorithm, neighbouring bytes to the current byte were visited if their value was non

zero. Under this scheme objects that were not physically joined by black could be located as a single

object. This was not an adverse problem when locating sta� systems, in fact it was a desired property.

In a piece of music scanned at 150 dpi, generally agreed to be the lowest resolution that OMR can be

reasonably expected to go 1, the largest jump a one byte algorithm could make is 14 white pixels. This

is equivalent to 1

10
inch. It would be hard to imagine a piece of work where sta� systems were placed

this closely. No test piece collected so far has sta� systems that close.

3.2 Sta� Location

Now that the music was structured into pages and sta� systems, the sta�s themselves could be identi�ed.

As was mentioned earlier, this is the stage where most existing OMR systems start. The sta� location

algorithm was developed from my existing sta� location algorithm, written for my honours project. A

brief outline of the original method is as follows.

Using a horizontal projection of the page, clusters of large valued peaks were isolated and identi�ed

as sta� `areas'. A sta� area was a rough approximation for a sta�. All that it said was that a sta�

existed within the con�nes of the delimited region. Further work was performed to precisely specify the

sta�. This was achieved by using a vertical projection of the sta� area to identify sections of the sta�

with `low noise' i.e. only sta� lines. Suitable segments on the left and the right of the area were chosen

and a horizontal projection of these segments taken. From this, the position of the sta� lines on the left

hand side and the right hand side of the page could be determined, hence the angle inferred.

The algorithm developed for xsep worked in much the same way but with a few changes. The

algorithm was no longer applied to the entire page, but to each sta� system. The original algorithm

could not correctly identify an image with only one sta�. This de�ciency was corrected. The algorithm

then proceeded as before, locating segments on the left and right hand side of the sta� area. The old

algorithm also only looked for sta�s with �ve lines. The new algorithm generalised this. Unfortunately

it was found that parts of text letters could cause false matches for left and right horizontal segments,

the serifs on letter were a particular promenant cause. The highest number of lines a letter could cause

was three 2 (the letter 'E'). A restriction was added that insisted that a segment must have at least

four horizontal lines. With this adaptation and the (on average) reduced number of sta�s the algorithm

was applied over, the new algorithm was insu�ciently robust. Further changes were made to increase

1This is not actually very helpful, since it is the size of the music on the page that is important.
2Assuming a European alphabet
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Figure 6: Choral bumber 367 by J.S. Bach.

its reliability. It is suspected that additional modi�cations will be made in the future as more scanned

examples are tested.

With this work complete, the information about sta� line thickness, sta� gap height and sta� height

were �nally exposed. From early on in the project, this was highlighted as a pivotal step in the work,

but eventually realised not the �rst objective. This work also calculated the angle of each sta�. All

this data was totalled up, averaged and displayed to the user through the user interface, but that did

not mean that local level data was thrown away. It was stored within each sta� object. This maintains

exibility in future software. For example should it be discovered that sta� systems are not printed

parallel, then the individual information on skew can be utilised to locally correct each sta� system.

Given the background reading on laying out printed music, there is no reason to believe that they would

be perfectly parallel. Also it caters for the previously described condition of di�erent sized sta�s within

the same piece.

Currently no cross checks are made between the number of sta�s found in each sta� system. This is

likely to remain so, since it is common practice to save space in scores by dropping instruments from a

particular sta� system if they are not playing.

3.2.1 Results

The image shown in Figure 6 was feed to xsep, and the program was directed to locate the sta�

systems and then the sta� areas, respectively shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The program indicates

the segments of the sta� area that it used to obtain the information about the sta�. These appear as

boxes in Figure 8.

A comparison of the processor time of the various methods is tabulated in Table 3. From this work,

information about the sta�s was obtained: the average sta� height was 66 pixels, the average sta� gap

height was 13 pixels, the average sta� line thickness was 3 pixels and the skew of the sta� lines was on

average -0.322 degrees from the horizontal.

To verify the correctness of the work, a hand crafted blank sta� system was generated using the
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Figure 7: Sta� systems located in choral number 367 by J.S. Bach.

Figure 8: Sta� areas located in choral number 367 by J.S. Bach.
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Algorithm User Processor Time System Processor Time
1-bit ood �ll 28410 msec 210 msec
2-bit ood �ll 28660 msec 150 msec
1-byte ood �ll 8680 msec 110 msec
Contour trace 17500 msec 120 msec

Table 3: Processor timing information from xsep.

PostScript graphics drawing language, and a precise angle of skew intentionally added. This was then

coverted into the portable bitmap format required by the program. The work did indeed correctely

extract the sta� information.

3.3 Correction For Skew

There was no new innovative step involved in correcting the skew of the scanned image. Skew would

be corrected using existing algorithms: namely rotation and shearing. What was desired was a more

quantitative analysis of the pros and cons of each approach, than had appeared in the literature. The

processor timing display could be used to measure the expense of each algorithm. The quality of the

resultant image is a more subjective matter. It is intended to test this by correcting the skew of an

image by rotation and shearing, then comparing the number of mistakes made by the recognition phase.

Having worked closely on the details of implementing these algorithms, some interesting points came

to light.

The standard image processing trick of performing a transform in reverse to reduce `holes' appearing

in the transformed image, due to rounding errors, was used for both correction methods. That is to

say that each integer coordinate in the destination image is transformed back to the original to see

what intensity to make it. Performing the transform in reverse also permits the easy introduction of

anti-aliasing techniques [FJDF90] to further reduce rounding problems, should the need arise.

The performance of the rotation routine can be improved by pre-computing the expensive math-

ematical calculations for rcos� and rsin� where r ranges 0::width of bitmap. Each new line in the

transformed image starts at a new coordinate. The pre-computed values are added to calculate its point

of origin. The same optimisation of pre-computation can be carried out for shearing, only this time

arithmetic is performed entirely on integers. Another improvement that can be made to the shearing

algorithm is to carry out byte operations instead of pixel operations.

A potential improvement is to only rotate/shear the isolated objects. Rotating and shearing opera-

tions on a page of music spend a high proportion of time transforming large areas of `nothing'. Obviously

this adaptation moves the time complexity away from a constant, dependent on the size of the image

to become dependent on the variable number of objects found in the page. Indications are that in

the context of pages of music, the ratio of `nothing' to `interesting' is su�ciently great to make object

transformation faster.

A rotated image increases both its x dimension and its y dimension. A sheared image only increases
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its y dimension. Carefully choosing the corner of the image to perform the rotation or shear, dependent

on the angle of correction (positive or negative) greatly simpli�es code.

The same expansion of dimensions also leads to small segments of the original image being omitted

from the transformation if a reverse technique is employed. These small segments must be treated

as special cases. It could be argued that when transforming an entire page of music, it is acceptable

to `loose' such small wedges at the top or bottom of the piece. This is an unacceptable argument if

transforming each object in the page separately.

The Sun SPARC architecture performs oating point arithmetic in hardware. Perhaps the traditional

view of oating point operations as expensive and to be avoided was out dated for this particular task.

The timing display shows rotation is slower than shearing, so the oating point arithmetic does carry

an overhead, though not as bad as was originally feared. It should be noted that I have been advised

to re-run the test with the software compiled with the optimiser option on.

Shearing makes sta� lines as level as a rotation would, however the skew of any vertical line remains

unchanged. Angles between the two are corrected proportionally. Concern is cast over the suitability

of shearing in OMR. The most common occurrence of overlapping is that of sta� lines (horizontal)

with other musical features. The next largest category is the overlapping of slurs, ties, `hairpins', etc.

with bar lines (vertical). A degradation in the alignment of such lines could compound problems when

separating shapes.

A solution might be to additionally apply the `shear force' in an orthogonal direction. Whether this

is a better solution than rotation depends on the answer to the question: Are two shears more or less

expensive than one rotation? A substantial overhead is accessing the million or so pixels in a scanned

image. This fact favours a rotation over two shears. It is planned to investigate this further.

Consider Figure 9. Are two shears really the same as a rotation? The answer is yes it is a rotation,

however a scale factor is introduced.

From Figure 10:

cos � = hn
hs

) hs = hn
cos �

) sf = 1

cos �

(1)

Where sf is the scale factor.

Similarly for the y-direction. Through `similar triangles' the shear force required to improve the

image is the same for each direction. Thus the sheared image is scaled by the same factor. Since the

correction for skew is undoing the two shearing forces, the corrected image will in fact be smaller. For

the small angles encountered in OMR, this should not cause a problem. The skew in Figure 6 is 0.322.

This would produce a scale factor of 0.9999842 i.e. an error of 0.00158%. A desirable property of the

double shear is that the aspect ratio is preserved.
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Figure 9: Applying 2 shear forces of equal magnitude in orthogonal directions.
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Figure 10: Calculating the scale factor caused by a shearing force.
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Figure 11: Horizontal projection of scanned image.

Figure 12: Corrected image using rotation

3.3.1 Results

The horizontal projection of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 11. The scanned image was corrected for

skew using a rotation and a shear. The resultant images are shown in Figure 12 - 15.

The timing performance of the various alternative forms for correcting skew are tabulated in Table 4.

It was noticed that requesting the program to perform the same task would produce similar timing values,

but not precisely the same. The documentation available on the system calls used by the program to

obtain processor time information was insu�cient to discover the reason. In Figure 15 the system

processor time values are all around the value 100. The variation in not signi�cant.

It is interesting to note that shearing objects using byte operations is slower than shearing the entire

page using byte operations. When shearing a line of an object there is an overhead caused by the �rst

and last byte of the line that must be treated separately. A lot of the objects found o� the sta� are

relatively small but numerous compared to the number of sta�s contained in a page. It would appear

this overhead starts to dominate the task, when individually shearing each object in the image. I intend
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Figure 13: Horizontal projection of corrected image using rotation

Figure 14: Corrected image using shearing

Figure 15: Horizontal projection of corrected image using shearing
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Algorithm User Processor Time System Processor Time
Rotate page 39140 msec 120 msec

Shear page (bit ops) 28780 msec 100 msec
Shear page (byte ops) 3020 msec 80 msec

Rotate objects 28940 msec 110 msec
Shear objects (bit ops) 22110 msec 140 msec
Shear objects (byte ops) 6960 msec 90 msec

Table 4: Processor timing information for correcting skew from xsep.

to clarify this is indeed the cause in future work.

3.4 Extracting Sta� Objects

The algorithm for my honours project isolated musical features by �nding objects between the sta�

lines, then extracting the shapes using a modi�ed ood �ll algorithm that was adapted to `jump' over

sta� lines if there was su�cient evidence that the object continued out the other side. Speci�c issues to

my honours project complicated matters. It was also hard at times to envisage how the jumping rules

e�ected the ood �ll algorithm. A well documented and more common approach is to remove the sta�

lines [AC82], [CBT88a], [CBT88b], [KKII89], [SCEC89], [FAPH91], [Fuj92], [Sic92]. The honours work

was done to explore an alternative route. I had its good points and so will not be dismissed entirely.

For the current project, I returned to the more traditional approach of removing the sta� lines.

The basic strategy [CBT88a] is to work along each sta� line, independently deciding whether or not

to remove this particular slither of sta� line. Fragmentation of musical components is a well known

consequence of this approach. A promising enhancement is described by [MB91b]. Instead of looking

above and below the sta� line for the existence of an object, all chords formed from a continuous set

pixels leaving the sta� line on a radial line to a speci�ed circle are tabulated and used to decide whether

or not a slither of sta� line is contained within a musical component or not.

A variety of algorithms were written, based on these two methods. The reported methods seemed

to assume that sta� lines were straight, hence they must rely on y = mx + x to follow each sta� line.

In fact they usually assumed the image was corrected for skew, hence m = 0, reducing the formula to

y = c. I do not believe this is exible enough. Music scanned from a book may result in the bowing of

sta� lines. The same e�ect can be noticed in photo copied books, where the lines of text acutely curve

near the spine. Also an elongated one pixel up one pixel down stepping phenomenon in sta� lines was

observed in images that had been corrected for skew. It is a consequence of aliasing. To quote from

Foley and Van Damn [FJDF90]:

\This visual artifact is a manifestation of a sampling error called aliasing in signal processing

theory; such artifacts occur when a function of a continuous variable that contains sharp

changes in intensity is approximated with discrete shapes"

The usual way to treat an aliasing problem is to temper the intensity of pixels by the intensities of
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Algorithm User Processor Time System Processor Time
Basic 7731 msec 90 msec

Basic wobble 8721 msec 150 msec
Basic track 10411 msec 80 msec

Chord based wobble 128812 msec 400 msec
Chord based track 1285473 msec 310 msec

Table 5: Processor timing information for removing sta� lines.

their surround pixels, e�ectively `blurring' the image. Any sharp intensity gradient in the image will

acquire pixels at in between values close to the edge, thus reducing the `jaggedness'. This particular

approach to anti-aliasing is not well suited to the given problem since it would require a change from a

monochrome image to a gray-scale image.

Di�erent anti-aliasing techniques could be employed to reduce this error, but the bowing problem

would still remain. The oscillation of sta� lines could be viewed as a special case of bowing. A solution

to bowing would, therefore, naturally encompass the stepping error, making any anti-aliasing work

redundant.

Increasing the scanning resolution will not eradicate the problem. The stepping e�ect will always be

one pixel. However, increasing the scanning resolution will reduce the relative error ( 1

staff line thickness
)

this phenomenon has on the sta� lines.

My work, for this section of OMR, therefore, focussed on how best to follow these less than perfect

sta� lines. The two exible stages developed were called wobble and track. They were combined with

the standard and chord based procedures to produce enriched versions.

wobble used the y-extent of the previous sta� line slither to locate the next slither. Track used

y = mx + c as a starting point for a sta� line slither, then looked above and below that point for a

possible candidate, should no slither be found at the starting point.

Just as it was desired to study the success of recognition work on an image that had been corrected

for skew by rotation or by shearing, so too was it desired to pursue the path of recognition of an

uncorrected image. If satisfactory results can be achieved with vertical lines being left uncorrected (as

is the case with shearing), they why not both horizontal and vertical? All sta� line removal algorithms

incorporated a gradient parameter to make this option available.

A conversation held with Professor Witten is worthy to note on this section of work. Professor

Witten had recently supervised a student who had used the Hough transform [BT88] to locate sta� lines.

This could be classi�ed as a global method, whereas my algorithms had a distinctive local information

approach to them. Track (developed after Professor Witten's visit) is really a hybrid model, hopefully

capturing the bene�cial qualities of each methodology. Future work on this area might expand the

global content of the current algorithm.

3.4.1 Results
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Figure 16: Straight sta� line removal.

Figure 17: Wobble sta� line removal.

Figure 18: Track sta� line removal.
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Figure 19: Wobble circle sta� line removal.

Figure 20: Track circle sta� line removal.
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Figure 21: Chord based removal causes correctly and incorrectly joined of objects.

The applications of the various sta� line remove algorithms are shown in Figures 16 - 20.

Wobble in its present form is too exible and in certain situation can wind up following the wrong

thing; for example a slur that crosses a sta� line is sometimes removed rather than the intended sta�

line. This was the principal motivation behind track, which used where the ideal line should be as a

constraint to prevent the removal process wandering o�.

The chord based removal algorithm did reduce the cases of fragmentation, however breakages did still

occur. This fact was also reported in the published paper. Figure 21 shows a bass clef still connected.

The chord based method was intended to improve isolation of musical components, but in a way, the

situation worsened since examples of incorrectly joined objects were found: key signatures being the

most common case observed. This is also shown in Figure 21. The algorithm also left more of the sta�

line attached to the musical components than the standard method. These appeared as thin worm like

lines projecting horizontally from the sides of a musical component (Figure 22). The authors proposed

a cleaning up phase to tidy up the objects, however I believe their claim to be premature. If it were

possible to distinguish which thin lines on the object that existed where sta� lines had been were safe to

remove and those that should be left alone, then one would have solved the fragmentation problem in

its entirety. The cleaning up stage is needed, however important line may be removed that leave objects

fragmented just as much as before. Another factor to consider is the vast computational increase. From

Table 5 it can be seen that the chord based method requires almost 15 times more processor time. Using

the chord technique, a later phase in the OMR process must not only worry about fragmented objects,

but would additionally have to tackle the issue of joined objects.

3.5 Correction of Deformation

It was known that sta� lines in a scanned image could curl near the edges, but how could this corrected?

It was observed that a sta� line is intended to be horizontal, therefore any defect introduced by scanning

is reected by what happens to the sta� lines. Extracting the sta� lines as they are found in the image,

provides a discrete mapping between the intended horizontal lines and the lines as they were scanned.

The algorithm developed to correct the deformation collated all the points in common with each sta�

line. This was then electronically thinned down to one pixel in height and any gaps �lled. The data
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Figure 22: Chord based removal causes worm like horizontal lines projections.

Figure 23: Deform corrected image.

was used to provide the discrete transformation. Each x co-ordinate value in the width of the scanned

image, mapped to the y co-ordinate value that it corresponded to in the thinned line.

In a way, the transform can be thought of as a shear of variable load over x. In fact any error of skew

introduced by scanning is incorporated in the transformation, making the shear operation redundant.

Figure 24 and Figure 23 show the Bach choral (Figure 6) transformed using the correct deformation

algorithm. It operation took 8190 msec of processor time.

This work is only recently �nished and there has not yet been su�cient time to accumulate results

from a variety of pieces.

4 Recognition of Isolated Shapes

At the start of the project it was felt that music pattern recognition routines had not been developed

su�ciently under the honours project. Thus it would be ill-advised to propose, as in other stages, an

iteration of the design cycle when the body of pattern recognition routines was incomplete. It seemed

best to plan work that extended the existing system. This would also permit me to re-acquaint myself
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Figure 24: Horizontal projection of deform corrected image.

with the software as well as re-immerse myself in the problem after a two year break and think once

more about the issues at stake. Two enhancements that increased the functionality of the software

and have proved signi�cant bene�ts to the development environment were a `shrink canvas' and break

points.

The original system displayed a scanned image (and any derived images requested) on the screen,

only if the full size version �tted. A portable bitmap (pbm) �le was written for each requested screen,

when the image was too large. This �le could then be viewed using utility programs like xv, which

took care of scaling. Any scanned piece of music wider then three inches would result in the generation

of �les, and the frustrating delay in viewing them. Unlike xsta� and xsep where the shrink canvas

was an integral part of the design, the shrink canvas idea was added retrospectively to xmsr. All

screens plotting routines were modi�ed to `lossy' algorithms, which only plotted every nth point, where

n = max( imagewidth�1
screenwidth

; imageheight�1
screenheight

) + 1 An additional `life size' routine was also provided for each

screen drawing routine.

Even with the substantial quantity of information describing the matching process the system was

going through to recognise musical shapes, it was possible to �nd incorrectly identi�ed musical features,

where there was no apparent reason for the mistake. Break points were included to increase the in-

vestigative powers of the system. Just as a break point in a debugger halts the program at a speci�ed

line, setting a break point within xmsr by pressing a mouse button over the component in the image

in question stopped the reasoning strategy at the point where it was trying to match that shape. Using

a standard debugger, the values of variables within xmsr could be printed, the code stepped through

or any of the other facilities a debugger provides, to shed light on the problem before continuing the

reasoning strategy.

The claim of my honours work was that the methodology devised was extendible. This was put to

the test by extending the class of common music notation (CMN) recognised by the system.
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Figure 25: An example of a simply beamed group of notes.

Chords were added �rst. All that was required to realise this was to add the necessary entries in

the musical feature description �le and enhance the audio extraction stage to look at the x coordinate

of each note head to decide if it formed a chord with a previously encountered note head, or the start

of a new note. It had already been noted in my honours report that adding chords using the existing

musical feature description language would be verbose.

Adding slurs was a more involved piece of work. The entry in the musical feature description �le

was straightforward and developing a `connectivity' (see [Bai91]) based pattern recognition routine,

simple enough. Complications arose in the ordering of musical components. For the original set of

CMN recognised, it was safe to order the shapes on their x component, followed by their y component,

since no musical entry in the set could interfere with another musical entry. The ordering allowed a

simple, e�cient linear matching routine that compared the bounding boxes found in the image with the

permissible layout of bounding boxes in the musical feature description �le. The introduction of slurs

negated this non-interference property. The matching routine was replaced with a more convoluted,

recursive alternative.

Slurs also e�ected the audio extraction phase of the program. The range of notes a slur extended

over had to be found. If the range was only two notes in length and both notes heads had the same

pitch, then the notes were tied together, rather than slurred. This function was also recursive to deal

with slurs that were broken over one or more lines. Not only did the function have to determine the

range of notes a slur e�ected, but which note heads in chords were involved. It was decided to bind

the end of a tie to its nearest note head and that a slur e�ected all notes in a chord. This is yet to be

con�rmed as the correct treatment for all situations.

Permitting split voices on the same sta� was already dealt with correctly by the graphical recognition

phase. Again it was the audio extraction section that underwent change - noticeably the slur application

function and note head extraction.

The original system only correctly interpreted simply beamed notes. By simply beamed I mean that

a beam exists for the entirety of the shape, such as the example shown in Figure 25. This was generalised

to complex beaming. An example of complex beaming is presented in Figure 26. The duration of a

note in a group of beamed notes was determined by the number of beams entering or leaving its stem -
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Figure 26: An example of a complex beamed group of notes.

which ever is the greater number. If a hemisemiquaver was the shortest duration and it was represented

by the value of one, a semiquaver by two, a quaver by four etc, then the formula is:

duration = 1 << (4� no of beams) (2)

The alto clef was added to the existing clefs (treble and bass) along with the graphical location of

all the related key signatures. The tolerance necessary to permit the correct bounding box match to be

found where lax enough for a tenor key signature entry and a treble key signature entry to be produced

as potential matches in some situations. Recognising the primitives found within the bounding boxes

would not help distinguish the situation since the entries of the key signatures in question would have

identical primitives. It was therefore necessary to add code that `up-graded' a key signature if it did

not match the current clef for that given sta�.

The original system only had an entry for the
4
4 time signature. By developing pattern recognition

routines that identi�ed the values 2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8, the set of permissible time signatures was widened.

Even thought the original system only `knew' about
4
4 , its duration �eld in the musical feature descrip-

tion �le was utilised correctly. This meant no other changes were necessary to correctly interpret the

musical signi�cance of di�erent time signatures. The recognition routines for time signature primitives

are weak and needs more attention.

There were numerous small additions made to the musical feature description �le. A few of the more

prominent ones were hemisemiquavers, triplets, staccato and stressed notes.

Text recognition was added to xmsr. A copy of an OCR package written at the Trinity Collage,

Dublin was obtained and installed. There are many di�erent approaches to OCR techniques, the Dublin

software was based on template matching. It was not seen as an issue for my work to use the most

technologically advanced OCR system, just that a reasonably reliable library call existed that could

be trusted to state if the provided bitmap was a text character and if it was a text character, which

character.

A problem not yet mentioned in connection with slur recognition was super-imposing. Slurs can quite
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legitimately cross bar lines and some poorer quality works printed slurs touching note heads. According

to background reading, the latter is disliked by printed music layout experts and can always be avoided.

Sta� line removal dealt with the occlusion of objects by horizontal lines. This situation is an occlusion

of an object with a vertical line. It is not the only occurrence, `hair pin' volume marks can also cross bar

lines, for example. A temporary solution was written to address this problem which worked in much the

same way as sta� line removal. First objects were constrained to only those that had a top or bottom

extent that matched up with where the sta� areas were. For each of these remaining objects, a vertical

projection was taken. Pixels to the left and right of any thin spike found in the vertical projection were

check in the object to determine if another object (i.e. a slur or hair pin) passed through that point. The

routine is considered insu�cient and should be replaced by future work. A property that might prove

useful in identifying shapes that need to be separated would be a high bounding box area compared the

the number of set pixels in the shape.

As the selection of music presented to xmsr grew, it became apparent that some template pattern

recognition routines were insu�ciently general to correctly match the variations in style (a bit like

di�erent fonts in text) of some shapes found in music, This was particularly noticeable in sharps, ats

and naturals.

To address this problem, `targeting' was introduced to xmsr. For a troublesome shape, a good

quality specimen was extracted from the scanned image and saved as an X11 bitmap. This could then

be touched up if desired. Once examples of all the style variant items had been collected, the X11

bitmaps were incorporated into the program and a new option was created for the group and added to

the target menu in the user interface. The program was then recompiled.

Just as it was common to �nd slurs touching note heads, it was also common to �nd accidentals

touching note heads. Similarly, this was unnecessary. A `Sloppy' option was added to the user interface.

If highlighted when the recognition phase was invoked, the residue of an object classi�ed as a note was

checked for accidentals.

4.1 Results

Figures 27 - 34 show various `snapshots' of the xmsr system recognising \The Promenade" from

\Pictures at an Exhibition" by Mussorski.

5 Thoughts for the Future

I believe a musical feature description language is fundamental to OMR work. It is an abstraction

that induces clarity, leaving behind complications caused by the domain image as well as avoiding

muddled code. A language exposes the raw essence of the problem. The exibility available is such

that extensions to the recognition of handwritten music, guitar tablature music and other music layout

schemes are realistic goals. For example, to recognise handwritten music there would be no need to

change the musical description �le, since there is no change in the musical layout. The only module that
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Figure 27: Pictures at an Exhibition, page one.
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Figure 28: Page one with sta� lines removed.
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Figure 29: Library pictures of matched objects from page one.
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1.1: | | | |

4G(1.0),4F(1.0),4Bb(1.0),5C(0.5),5F(0.5),5D(1.0) |

5C(0.5)\_,5F(0.5)_,_/5D(1.0),4Bb(1.0),5C(1.0),4G(1.0),4F(1.0) |

{3Bb 4D 4G}(1.0),{3A 4F 4C}(1.0),{4Bb 4D 3Bb}(1.0),

{5C 4A 4C}(0.5)\_,5F(0.5)_,_/5D(1.0)&{4A 4F}(1.0) | |

1.2: | | | |

rest(5.0) | rest(6.0) | {2G 3G}(1.0),{3F 2A}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0),{3F 2F}(1.0),

{3D 2D}(1.0) | |

2.1: | | | |

{5C 4A 4C}(0.5)\_,5F(0.5)_,_/{5D 4Bb 4F}(1.0),{4Bb 4D 4G}(1.0),{4G 5C 4E}(1.0),

{4G 3G 4C}(1.0),{3A 4F 4C}(1.0) | 4F(1.0),4G(1.0),4D(1.0),

4F(0.5)\_,4G(0.5)_,_/4C(1.0) | 4G(0.5)\_,4A(0.5)_,_/4F(1.0),{5F 4F}(1.0),

{5D 4F}(1.0),5C(0.5)\_&4F(1.0),4Bb(0.5)_,_/4F(1.0) | |

2.2: | | | |

{2F 3F}(1.0),{2Bb 3Bb}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0),{2C 3C}(1.0),{3E 2E}(1.0),

{3F 2F}(1.0) | rest(5.0) | rest(1.0),rest(1.0),{2F 3F}(1.0),{3Bb 2Bb}(1.0),

{3G 2G}(1.0),{3F 2F}(1.0) | |

3.1: | | |

4F(1.0),4G(1.0),4D(1.0),4F(0.5)\_,4G(0.5)_,_/4Eb(1.0) |

4Bb(0.5)\_,5C(0.5)_,_/4Ab(1.0),{4Ab 5Ab}(1.0),{4Ab 5F}(1.0),

5Eb(0.5)\_&4Ab(1.0),5Db(0.5)_,_/4Ab(1.0) | {4Ab 3Ab}(1.0)&4Eb(3.0),

{3Bb 4Bb}(1.0),{4Ab 3Ab}(1.0),{3Bb 4Bb}(0.5)&4Eb(3.0),{4C 5C}(0.5),

{4Eb 5Eb}(0.5),{3Bb 4Bb}(0.5),{3Ab 4Ab}(1.0) |

3.2: | | |

rest(5.0) | rest(1.0),rest(1.0),{2Ab 3Ab}(1.0),{4Db 3Db}(1.0),{3Bb 2Bb}(1.0),

{2Ab 3Ab}(1.0) | {1Gb 2Gb}(2.0),{2F 1F}(1.0),{1Gb 2Gb}(1.0),{1Gb 2Gb}(1.0),

{2Gb 3Gb}(1.0) |

4.1: | | |

{4Db 4F 4Ab 5Db}(0.5),{4Eb 4Ab 5C 5Eb}(0.5),{4F 4Ab 5Db 5F}(0.5),

{4Ab 5Ab}(0.5),{4Gb 4Bb 5Eb 5Gb}(0.5),{4F 4Ab 5Db 5F}(0.5),

{4Eb 4Ab 5C 5Eb}(0.5),{4Gb 5Gb}(0.5),{4F 4Bb 5Db 5F}(0.5),{4Db 5Db}(0.5),

{5Eb 4Eb 4Ab 5C}(1.0) | {4Ab 3Ab}(1.0)&4Eb(3.0),{4Bb 3Bb}(1.0),{4Ab 3Ab}(1.0),

{4Bb 3Bb}(0.5)&4Eb(1.0)\_,{4C 5C}(0.5),{5Eb 4Eb}(0.5)&_/4Eb(0.5),

{3Bb 4Bb}(0.5) | {5C 4C}(1.0)&4G(3.0),{5D 4D}(1.0),{5C 4C}(1.0),

{4D 5D}(0.5)&4G(3.0),{4F 5F}(0.5),{4G 5G}(0.5),{4D 5D}(0.5),{5C 4C}(1.0) |

4.2: | | |

{2F 3F}(0.5),{2Eb 3Eb}(0.5),{3Db 2Db}(1.0),{2Eb 3Eb}(0.5),{2F 3F}(0.5),

{2Ab 3Ab}(1.0),{2Bb 3Bb}(1.0),{2Ab 3Ab}(1.0) | {1Gb 2Gb}(2.0),{2F 1F}(1.0),

{1Gb 2Gb}(1.0),{2Gb 3Gb}(0.5),rest(0.5) | {3C 2Bb 1Bb}(2.0),{2A 1A}(1.0),

{1Bb 2Bb}(1.0),{1Bb 2Bb}(1.0),{2Bb 3Bb}(1.0) |

Figure 30: Internal text representation for audio extraction from page one.
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Figure 31: Pictures at an Exhibition, page two.
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Figure 32: Page two with sta� lines removed.
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Figure 33: Library pictures of matched objects from page two.
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1.1: | | |

{4F 4A 5C 5F}(0.5),{4G 5C 5E 5G}(0.5),{4A 5C 5F 5A}(0.5),{5C 6C}(0.5),

{4Bb 5D 5G 5Bb}(0.5),{4A 5C 5F 5A}(0.5),{4G 5C 5E 5G}(0.5),{4Bb 5Bb}(0.5),

{4A 5D 5F 5A}(0.5),{4F 5F}(0.5),{4G 5C 5E 5G}(1.0) | 5A(0.5)&{5C 4A}(1.0),

5E(0.5),{5D 4F 5F}(1.0),{4A 5C 5A}(1.0),{4E 4Bb 5D}(1.0),{4A 5C 5A}(1.0),

{4E 5D 4Bb}(1.0) | 5F(0.5)&{4A 4F}(1.0),5C(0.5),{5D 4F 4Bb}(1.0),

{4A 4F 5F}(1.0),{5D 4Bb 4F}(1.0),5F(0.5)&{4A 4F}(1.0),5C(0.5),{4Bb 5D 4F}(1.0)|

1.2: | | |

{2A 3A}(0.5),{2G 3G}(0.5),{3F 2F}(1.0),{2G 3G}(0.5),{2A 3A}(0.5),{3C 4C}(1.0),

{3D 4D}(1.0),{3C 4C}(1.0) | {2A 3A}(1.0),{2Bb 3Bb}(1.0),{2F 3F}(1.0),

{2G 3G}(1.0),{2F 3F}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0) | {3D 2D}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0),

{3D 2D}(1.0),{3G 2G}(1.0),{3D 2D}(1.0),{3G 2G}(1.0) |

2.1: | | |

{4Eb 4G 5C}(0.5),4E(0.5),{4A 4F 4C}(1.0),{4F 4Bb 4D}(1.0),{4Eb 4G 5C}(0.5),

4E(0.5),{4A 4F 4C}(1.0),4Bb(0.5)&{4F 4D}(1.0),5D(0.5) | {4E 5C 4G}(1.0),

{4C 4F 4A 4D}(1.0),{5C 4E 4G}(1.0),{4F 5F}(1.0),{4Eb 4G 4Bb 5Eb}(0.5),

{4D 5D}(0.5),{4C 4F 4A 5C}(0.5),{4D 4F 4Bb}(0.5) | {4F 5C 4C}(1.0),

{4D 4F 5D}(1.0),{4A 5F 4F 5C}(1.0),{4F 4A 5D 5F}(0.5),{4A 5A}(0.5),

{4F 5F}(1.0),{4G 5G}(1.0) |

2.2: | | |

{3Cb 2Cb}(1.0),{2Fb 3Fb}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0),{2Cb 3Cb}(1.0),{2Fb 3Fb}(1.0),

{2G 3G}(1.0) | {3Cb 2Cb}(1.0),2Fb(1.0),{3Cb 2Cb}(1.0),{1Fb 2Fb}(1.0),

{2G 1G}(1.0),{1A 2A}(0.5),{1B 2B}(0.5) | {2A 1G}(1.0),{1B 2B}(1.0),

{2A 1A}(1.0),{1G 2G}(1.0),{1E 2Fb}(1.0),{1G 2G}(1.0) |

3.1: | | |

{5F 4F}(1.0),{4Eb 4G 4Bb 5Eb}(0.5),{4D 5D}(0.5),{4C 4F 4A 5C}(0.5),

{4D 4F 4Bb}(0.5),{5C 4F 4C}(1.0),{5D 4D 4F}(1.0),{4A 4F 5C 5F}(1.0) |

{4G 4Bb 5Eb 5G}(0.5),{4Bb 5Bb}(0.5),{5F 4F}(1.0),{4G 5G}(1.0),{4F 5F}(1.0),

4G(1.0),4F(1.0) | {4G 4Bb 5D 5F}(0.5),{4Bb 5Bb}(0.5),{4F 5F}(1.0),

{4G 5G}(1.0),{4F 5F}(1.0),{4Eb 3Bb 4G}(1.0),{3A 4F 4C}(1.0) |

3.2: | | |

{2F 1F}(1.0),{2G 1G}(1.0),{1A 2A}(0.5),{1Bb 2Bb}(0.5),{2A 1A}(1.0),

{2Bb 1Bb}(1.0),{2A 1A}(1.0) | {2G 1G}(1.0),{2F 1F}(1.0),{1G 2G}(1.0),

{2F 1F}(1.0),3G(1.0),3F(1.0) | {2C 3C}(1.0),{2F 1F}(1.0),{1G 2G}(1.0),

{2F 1F}(1.0),{3Eb 2Eb}(1.0),{3F 2F}(1.0) |

4.1: | | |

{4Bb 3Bb 4F}(1.0),{4C 4F 4A 5C}(0.5),{4F 5F}(0.5),{4D 4Bb 5D 4F}(1.0),

{4C 4F 4A 5C}(0.5),{4F 5F}(0.5),{5D 4D 4F 4Bb}(1.0),{4Bb 4F 4D 3Bb}(1.0) |

{4Eb 5C 4C 4G}(1.0),{4C 4G 4E 3G}(1.0),{3A 4F 4C}(1.0),{4D 4G 3G}(1.0),

{3A 4F 4C}(1.0),{4Bb 3Bb 4D}(1.0) | {4C 4F 4A 5C}(0.5),{4F 5F}(0.5),

{4D 4F 4Bb 5D}(1.0),{4Bb 3Bb 4G 4D}(1.0),{5Eb 5C 4Eb 4G}(1.0),

{5C 4A 4F 4C}(1.0),{4D 4F 4Bb}(1.0) |

4.2: | | |

{3D 2D}(1.0),{3C 2C}(1.0),{2Bb 1Bb}(1.0),{1A 2A}(1.0),{1G 2G}(1.0),

{3G 2G}(1.0) | {3C 2C}(1.0),{3E 2E}(1.0),{3F 2F}(1.0),{1Bb 2Bb}(1.0),

{1A 2A}(1.0),{2G 1G}(1.0) | {2F 1F}(1.0),{1Bb 2Bb}(1.0),{2G 3G}(1.0),

{3C 2C}(1.0),{3F 2F}(1.0),{2Bb 3Bb}(1.0) |

Figure 34: Internal text representation for audio extraction from page two.
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would need replacing would be the primitive detection routines that would need to be exible enough to

recognise the less geometrically precise shapes. As far as I am aware, my work is the only OMR project

that uses a descriptive language.

The design of a new language, with the lessons I have learnt from the existing language, is still very

much held in my head. The process of laying these thoughts out on paper is seen as an important step.

One that must be carried out in the near future.

Musically interpreting the signi�cance of the text found in a page of music as a post-processing stage

is no longer viewed as a satisfactory scheme. It would result in numerous ad hoc routines, more or

less one routine per text group (e.g. instrument name, volume, etc). Each routine would be explicitly

managing the two-dimensional relationships between one particular text group and the surrounding

music. This would not be a satisfactory, extensible approach. As part of the design of the new language,

I will be considering ways that would permit the expression of such two-dimensional relationships.

From work over the last year it was also seen that the OMR problem would be signi�cantly simpli�ed

if all the text and other isolated, �xed sized shapes were recognised early on in the recognition process

and removed. Recognising and removing text before the main OMR process starts would also free the

sta� locations strategy from its current y constraints (see Section 3.2). Even if circumstances did not

permit this work to be implemented, it would be possible to remove text by hand, so the results of

musical recognition could be observed una�ected by other issues.

Music contains redundant information. For example, the duration of notes in a measure and the

time signature for the sta� duplicate information. Another example is the position of the key signature

which rea�rms the clef of the sta�. Currently such contextual information is only utilised if there is

a problem or conict in the system. For example `bar line' synchronisation was introduced to improve

audio play back, and the previously mentioned key signature up-grading addition was used to resolve a

matching conict. A more systematic tabulation of this `redundant' information is sought. It is planned

to use this information as a re-conformation mechanism, to increase the con�dence of the matching

strategy. Ideally this information should be expressible in the new language.

It is now seen that the technique of matching isolated graphical shapes is problematic. Complications

arise when two di�erent musical features touch or if a thin part of the musical feature is broken. Breaking

a page of music down into primitive shapes (note heads, stems, tails etc) is thought to be more bene�cial.

Work can be carried out at a more uniform level.

The next immediate planned step is to build a database of all the constituent parts found in music.

This data resource can then be used to obtain statistically based claims, rather then statements based

on intuition and feelings. The database could answer queries such as what was the steepest angle for a

beam or which shapes vary too much in style and thus prevent reliable template matching.

To conclude, I am reasonable pleased with the work completed, thought the unforgiving nature of

OMR problem is at times frustrating.
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